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Accounting for the lattice discreteness and the sheath electric field nonlinearity in dusty plasma
crystals, it is demonstrated that highly localized structures(discrete breathers) involving vertical
(transverse, off-plane) oscillations of charged dust grains may exist in a dust lattice. These structures
correspond to either extremely localized bright breather excitations(pulses) or dark excitations
composed of dips/voids. Explicit criteria for selecting different breather modes are presented. ©
2005 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1824908]

Recent studies of collective processes in a dust-
contaminated plasma(DP) (Ref. 1) have revealed a variety of
different linear and nonlinear collective effects, which are
observed in laboratory and space dusty plasmas. An issue of
particular importance in DP research is the formation of
strongly coupled DP crystals by highly charged dust grains,
typically in the sheath region above a horizontal negatively
biased electrode in experiments.1,2 Typical low-frequency os-
cillations are known to occur2 in these mesoscopic dust grain
quasilattices in the longitudinal(in-plane, acoustic mode),
horizontal transverse(in-plane, shear mode) and vertical
transverse(off-plane, opticlike mode) directions.

It is known from solid state physics that periodic lattices
may sustain, a variety of localized excitations, due to a mu-
tual balance between the intrinsic nonlinearity of the medium
and the mode dispersion. Such structures, typically investi-
gated in a continuum approximation(i.e., assuming that the
typical spatial variation scale far exceeds the typical lattice
scale, e.g., the lattice constantr0), include nontopological
solitons(pulses), kinks (i.e., shocks or dislocations), and lo-
calized modulated envelope structures(envelope solitons),
and generic nonlinear theories have been developed in order
to investigate their relevance in different physical contexts.3

In addition to these(continuum) theories, attention has been
paid since more than a decade ago to highly localized(either
propagating or stationary) vibrating structures[e.g.,discrete
breathers(DBs) which are also widely referred to asintrinsic
localized modes], which owe their very existence to the lat-
tice discreteness itself. Thanks to a few pioneering works4–8

and a number of studies which followed, many aspects in-
volved in the spontaneous formation, mobility and interac-
tion of DBs are now elucidated, both theoretically and ex-
perimentally; see in Refs. 9–11 for a review.

Admittedly, even though nonlinearity is an inherent fea-
ture of the dust crystal dynamics(either due to intergrain

electrostatic interactions, to mode coupling or to the sheath
environment, which is intrinsically anharmonic), the present
day knowledge of nonlinear mechanisms related to dust lat-
tice modes is still in a preliminary stage. Small amplitude
localized longitudinal excitations(described by aBoussinesq
equation for the longitudinal grain displacementu, or a
Korteweg–de Vriesequation for the density]u/]x) were con-
sidered in Refs. 12 and 13 and generalized in Ref. 14. Also,
the amplitude modulation of longitudinal15,16 and transverse
(vertical, off-plane) (Refs. 17 and 18) dust lattice waves was
recently considered. As a matter of fact, all of these studies
rely on a quasicontinuum description of the dust lattice.
However, the effect of the high discreteness of dust crystals,
clearly suggested by experiments,19,20may play an important
role in mechanisms such as energy localization, information
storage, and response to external excitations, in view of DP
application design, in particular. In this paper a study is car-
ried out, from first principles, of the relevance of DB excita-
tions with respect to dust lattice waves.

Let us consider the vertical(off-plane) grain displace-
ment in a dust crystal(assumed quasi-one-dimensional and
infinite: identical grains of chargeq and massM are situated
at xn=nr0, wheren= . . . ,−1,0,1,2, . . .), taking into account
the intrinsic nonlinearity of the sheath electric(and/or mag-
netic) potential. The vertical grain displacement obeys an
equation of the form

d2dzn/dt2 + nsddzn/dtd + v0
2sdzn+1 + dzn−1 − 2dznd

+ vg
2dzn + asdznd2 + bsdznd3 = 0, s1d

wheredzn=zn−z0 denotes the small displacement of thenth
grain around the(levitated) equilibrium positionz0, in the
transverseszd direction. The characteristic frequencyv0

=f−qF8sr0d / sMr0dg1/2 results from the dust grain(electro-
static) interaction potentialFsrd, e.g., for a Debye–Hückel
potential:21 FDsrd=sq/ rde−r/lD, one hasv0,D

2 =q2/ sMr0
3ds1

+r0/lDdexps−r0/lDd, wherelD denotes the effective DP De-
bye radius.1 The damping coefficientn accounts for dissipa-
tion due to collisions between dust grains and neutral atoms.
The gap frequencyvg and the nonlinearity coefficientsa ,b
are defined via the overall vertical forceFszd=Fe/m−Mg
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<−Mfvg
2dzn+asdznd2+bsdznd3g+Ofsdznd4g, which has been

expanded aroundz0 by formally taking into account the(an-
harmonicity of the) local form of the sheath electric(follow
exactly the definitions in Ref. 17, not reproduced here)
and/or magnetic22 field(s), as well as, possibly, grain charge
variation due to charging processes.18 Recall that the electric/
magnetic levitating force(s) Fe/m balance(s) gravity atz0. No-
tice the difference in structure from the usual nonlinear
Klein–Gordon equation used to describe one-dimensional os-
cillator chains—cf., e.g., Eq.(1) in Ref. 6: “phonons” in this
chain are stable only in the presence of the field forceFe/m.
Collisions with neutrals and coupling anharmonicity are
omitted, at a first step, in this simplified model.

We may now neglect neutral-dust collisions, i.e., setting
n→0, for simplicity; the dissipative case, to be discussed
below, will be addressed in a more detailed future work.
Retaining only the linear contribution and considering
phonons of the type,dzn,expfisknr0−vtdg+ complex con-
juguate(c.c.), one obtains1 the well known transverse dust
lattice (TDL) wave, whose frequencyv is determined from

v2 = vg
2 − 4v0

2 sin2skr0/2d, s2d

wherek=2p /l denotes the wave number. We observe that
the wave frequencyv decreases with increasingk (or de-
creasing wavelengthl), implying that the transverse vibra-
tions propagate as abackward wave: the group velocityvg

=v8skd and the phase speedvph=v /k have opposite direc-
tions (this is in agreement with recent experiments20). The
modulational stability profiles of these linear waves(depend-
ing on the plasma parameters) have been investigated in
Refs. 17 and 18. In Eq.(2) we notice the naturalgap fre-
quencyvg, corresponding to an overall motion of the chain’s
center of mass, as well as thecutoff frequencyvmin=svg

2

−4v0
2d1/2 (obtained at the end of the first Brillouin zonek

=p / r0) which is absent in the continuum limit, viz., v2

<vg
2−v0

2k2r0
2 (for k! r0

−1).
We consider the(first harmonic) amplitude of the dust

grain oscillations to be small, say of ordere (0,e!1; e is a
small parameter). We keep full account of the lattice dis-
creteness, by assuming that the dust grain oscillations may
be characterized by astrong variation from one site to an-
other. Physically, this implies that isolated dust grain oscilla-
tions (at the characteristic frequencyvg) far exceed in
strength the intergrain coupling(typically measured byv0).
According to these considerations, and following the treat-
ment suggested in Ref. 6, one may adopt the ansatz
dzn<esu1,n

s1de−ivgt+c.c.d+e2fu2,n
s0d +su2,n

s2de−2ivgt+c.c.dg+¯ , in
combination with the “book-keeping” scaling assumption:
vg

2,a ,b,1 andd/dt,v0
2,e2. The physical meaning of these

assumptions is clear: the coupling between dust grains(mea-
sured byv0<evg) is expected to affect the grain dynamics
via the generation, to ordere2, of 2nd and 0th order harmon-
ics, drawing inspiration from the insight gained from the
solution of the continuum problem.17 The conditions under-
lying this hypothesis, which are actually in agreement with
experiments(see thenarrow frequency bands obtained in
Refs. 19 and 20, which suggest a highvg/v0 ratio), are
(intuitively speaking) better fulfilled for higher values of the

lattice parameterk=r0/lD (hence weaker coupling) and/or
for stronger levitation fields(i.e., highervg).

Inserting the above ansatz into Eq.(1) and keeping terms
up to ordere3, one obtains a discrete nonlinear Schrödinger-
type equation of the form

isdun/dtd + Psun+1 + un−1 − 2und + Quunu2un = 0, s3d

where un=u1,n
s1dstd, along with the harmonic amplitude rela-

tions

u2,n
s2d = sa/3vg

2du2, u2,n
s0d = − s2a/vg

2duuu2, s4d

and the definitions

P = − v0
2/s2vgd, Q = s10a2/3vg

2 − 3bd/2vg s5d

for the discreteness and nonlinearity coefficientsP and Q,
respectively.23 We note thatP,0. The sign ofQ, on the
other hand, depends on the sheath characteristics and cannot
be prescribed.

The envelope equation(3) yields a plane wave solution

un=u0 expsiund;u0 expf−isnk̃r0−ṽtdg+c.c., where the enve-
lope frequencyṽ obeys the dispersion relation

ṽsk̃d = − 4P sin2sk̃r0/2d + Quu0u2. s6d

Notice that thenonlinear envelope dispersion relation(6)
prescribes the existence of two distinct(envelope) frequency
cutoffs, since the permitted frequency values will lie in the

band betweenṽcr,1=ṽsk̃=0d= uQuuu0u2 and ṽcr,2=ṽsk̃=p /2d
= uQuu0u2−4Pu; recall thatP,0 (Ref. 24) (the latter cutoff is
absent in the continuum theory). Now, perturbing both the
amplitude u0 and the phaseun, i.e., setting u0→u0

+jû0 expf−isnk̂r0−v̂tdg and un→un+jû0 expf−isnk̂r0−v̂tdg,
wherek̂,v̂PR andj!1, and then linearizing inj, one ob-
tains theperturbationdispersion relation

fv̂ − 2P sin k̂r0 sin k̃r0g2

= 4P sin2sk̂r0/2dcosk̃r0f4P sin2sk̂r0/2dcosk̃r0 − 2Quu0u2g,

s7d

which determines the stability of a plane wave with the en-

velope wave numberk̃ propagating in the lattice. Contrary to
the continuum modulated envelope limit case, readily recov-

ered from Eq.(7) for k̂r0, k̃r0!1, where stability would be
prescribed forPQ,0 (cf. Ref. 17), the modulational stabil-

ity profile now also depends onk̃: instability (viz., Im v̂

Þ0) occurs if PQcosk̃r0.0 (i.e., essentiallyQ cosk̃r0,0
here) and (at the same time) the amplitudeu0 exceeds some

k̃- dependent critical valueucr [or, in fact, for any k̃ if
u0. s2P/Qd1/2=ucr,max].

It is known that the modulational instability, possible,

e.g., forPQ.0 (viz., Q,0 here) and 0, k̃,p /2r0, in our
model, may result in the formation of localized modes[i.e.,
solutions of Eq.(3)] in the linear frequency gap region26 (i.e.
the range of “forbidden” frequency values below the phonon
dispersion curve). Following previous works,4,6 odd-parity
localized periodic solutions may be sought in the form
unstd= fnu0 cosVt= fnu0/2sexpiVt+c.c.d, assuming (u0
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PRe and) f0=1, f−n= fn and ufnu! f1 for unu.1. Combining
the equations obtained from Eq.(3) for n=0 andn=1, one
obtains a localized lattice excitation, forunstd, which follows
the pattern,

u0 cosVt 3 h. . .,0,0,h,1,h,0,0, . . .j, s8d

for nP h. . . ,−2,−1,0,1,2, . . .j, respectively, where V
<uQuu0

2/4 andh=4P/ sQu0
2d!1 sh.0d. We see thatV lies

outside the(amplitude) frequency band prescribed by(6).
For PQ,0 (i.e., Q.0, sinceP,0), the modulational

stability profile is reversed: instability occurs fork̃.p /2r0

(viz., cosk̃r0,0), while excitations with lower k̃ (i.e.,
l.4r0) will be stable. The same procedure then leads to a
lattice structure[even paritysolution for unstd], which fol-
lows the pattern,

u0 cosVt 3 h. . .,0,0,−h,1,−h,0,0, . . .j, s9d

whereh=−P/ sQu0
2d satisfies 0,h!1. Again, the DB fre-

quencyV<−4P+Qu0
2 lies outside the “phonon” band pre-

scribed by Eq.(6).
The excitations described above, which are depicted in

Fig. 1, can be shown to be remarkably long lived, either by
employing simple, heuristic arguments(as, e.g., suggested in
Ref. 6) or via a more rigorous mathematical treatment(to be
addressed in a future work), ensuring that the decay(if any)
of these DBs into radiation in the dust crystal(phonons) will
be exponentially slow. Remarkably, this results also holds in
the forced and damped(dissipative) general case; see the
discussion below. An interested reader may see Refs. 9 and
10 for theoretical details.

It is well known18 that in the continuum limit Eq.(3)
possesses bright envelope solutions(pulses) for PQ.0, as
well as dark/gray-type excitations obtained forPQ,0. The
former (bright) solutions (directly analogous in form, for
high lattice discreteness, to the above ones) are known to be
spontaneously formed as a result of the wave amplitude’s
(modulational) instability. On the other hand, the latter(dark)
solutions are encountered in the region where the carrier
wave isstableand are identified as localized wave energy
dips (voids) against an otherwise uniform wave energy back-
ground(see, e.g., Figs. 3 and 4 in Ref. 18).

Inspired by the continuum limit, one might find it mean-
ingful to seek such solutions in our discrete dust lattice, in
the TDL carrier wave stable wave number region, i.e., where

PQcosk̃r0,0 (or Q cosk̃r0.0; see above). For negative

Q, for instance, one should look into the regionk̃.p / s2r0d,
e.g., near the cutoff frequencyṽcr,2=4P−Quu0u2. Since
neighboring sites are known to oscillate out of phase near
this edge of the Brillouin zone, one may seek localized so-
lutions by substituting in Eq.(3) with un=s−1dnCsx,td
3exps−iVtd+c.c., whereCsx,td is here taken to be a con-
tinuum function of site positionx=nr0 and time t, for the
sake of analytical tractability. A straightforward calculation
then provides the solution un=s−1dnA tanhsAÎPnr0d
3cosVt, where the envelope frequency isV=4P−QuAu2.
Similar dark-type discrete chain patterns may be sought in
the form

unstd = 2A cosVth. . .,1,− 1,1,−s1 − hd,0,1 −h,

− 1,1,− 1, . . .j, s10d

whereV=4P−QuAu2 andh=P/ sQA2d is a small number sat-
isfying 0,h!1. This dark-type discrete lattice excitation6

is modulated by two opposite narrow shocklike(kink) exci-
tations[see Fig. 2(a)]. This is, in fact, an approximate solu-
tion of (3), which fits more accurately for lower values ofh.

An interesting phenomenon occurs in the middle of the
Brillouin zone, i.e., atk=p /2r0, where standard solid state
theory prescribes a twofold behavior of the discrete lattice:
odd(or even) sites will remain immobile, whileeven(or odd,
respectively) ones will oscillate in an alternating phase fash-
ion at a frequencyv1=svg

2−2v0
2d1/2. This particular motion

was exhaustively analyzed in Ref. 25 for an even substrate
potential, where a different type of discrete lattice excitation
of gray type(voidlike, but with a nonvanishing amplitude)
was proposed.

Given the above described topology of the expected lat-
tice pattern, one may seek a solution in the form of a super-
position of two different excitations, viz.,u2m;v2m

=s−1dmVs2mr0,tdexpsiv1td and u2m+1;w2m+1=s−1dmWfs2m
+1dr0,tgexpsiv1td+c.c., respectively, where the functionsV
and W are slowly varying in space. Assuming thathV,Wj
=hf1, f2jexpsiVtd, where f1, f2,VPR, one obtains

f2
2 =

V expf7Vx/sÎ2Pr0dghcoshfVx/sÎ2Pr0dg ± Î2j
2Q coshfÎ2Vx/sPr0dg

, s11d

and

FIG. 1. Localized discrete breather lattice excitations of the bright type(i.e.,
with vanishing displacement at infinity), obtained forQ,0; the successive
lattice site displacements are depicted at maximum amplitude:(a) odd-parity
solution, as given by Eq.(8); (b) even-parity solution, as given by Eq.(9).

FIG. 2. Localized discrete breather lattice excitations of the dark type(i.e.,
with a nonvanishing displacement at infinity), obtained forQ.0 (succes-
sive lattice site displacements): (a) dark-type solution, as given by(10); (b)
gray-type solution(in the middle of the Brillouin zone), as given by(13).
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f1 = expf±Vx/sÎ2Pr0dgf2, s12d

which represent a kink-antikink pair, i.e., a superposition of
two opposite polarity shocklike excitations: one with zero
sf0=ÎV /Qd asymptotic values at −̀ s+`d, and its inverse,
but with a shifted origin(hence the nonvanishing value at
x=0); see the dashed curves in Fig. 2(b). Now, looking for
similar-looking discrete lattice patterns, one finds the form6

unstd = 2A cosVth. . .,1,0,− 1,0,1 −h,1 −h,0,− 1,0,1, . . .j,

s13d

where V=2P−QuAu2 is the frequency in the middle of the
Brillouin zone andh=P/2QA2 is a small number satisfying
0,h!1. This gray-type discrete lattice excitation is, again,
an approximate solution of Eq.(3). It may be noted that the
existence of this kind of(double kink, “noncutoff” ) solution
has been investigated(and confirmed) experimentally in a
chain of coupled pendulums,27 which obeys an equation
similar (yet not identical) to our Eq.(1).

Reference should be made, for the sake of rigor, todis-
sipative (damping) or externalforcing effects, which were
omitted while deriving the above solutions. This is indeed
expected to be an important issue in real dust crystals, where
dust-neutral collisions, ion drag, and external fields are
known to share their part in the dynamics. In condensed
matter physics, issues regarding DBs(existence, mobility,
interaction, sustainance, decay,…) have been addressed ex-
haustively in the last decade, both analytically and numeri-
cally. In brief, DBs were shown to exist in aconservative
system, provide that their frequency(or its multiples) enter
in no resonance with the(linear) excitation frequency band;
obviously, this condition is easier to satisfy if the dispersion
curve is rather flat(i.e., if the permitted linear wave fre-
quency band is sufficiently narrow) and, most relieving, TDL
waves in dust crystals are indeed characterized by such a
dispersion(see in Refs. 19–21). On the other hand, in a dis-
sipative and forced system, theoretical predictions28–30 sug-
gest that the intrinsic localization of energy isnot destroyed
by resonances, due to the efficient damping of radiation
away from the localization site(center of the breather); in-
stead, dissipative DBs act as a genericattractor in the dy-
namical phase space of the system in this case.30 The non-
resonance constraint mentioned above is then obsolete(note
that the linear wave frequency range may be broader due to
damping). As a conclusion, theexistence, localization (spa-
tial decay is exponential, in general), sustainance(for suffi-
ciently long times), and robustness(with respect to random
external perturbations, noise, thermostats) of breathersap-
pear to be established in both conservative and dissipative
discrete systems.

To summarize, we have presented the possibility of the
occurrence of localized discrete breather-type excitations as-
sociated with vertical dust grain oscillations in a dust mono-
layer. We have shown that a dusty plasma crystal can sustain
either bright- or dark-/gray-type excitations, i.e., extremely
localized pulses or voids, respectively. The localized struc-
tures presented here owe their existence to the intrinsic lat-

tice discreteness in combination with the nonlinearity of the
plasma sheath. Both are experimentally tunable physical
mechanisms, so our results may be investigated(and will
hopefully be verified) by appropriately designed experi-
ments, which should in principle show the way to potential
applications relying on pulse localization in dusty plasma
crystals. Finally, the question of the existence of multimode
breathers and/or multibreathers, i.e., discrete excitations in
the form: unstd=ok=−`

` Anskdexpsikvtd [with Anskd=An
*s−kd

for reality anduAnskdu→0 asn→ ±`, for localization], and
also in the presence of energy damping and forcing, will be
more rigorously addressed in a forthcoming work, which is
in preparation.
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